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For parabolic initial boundary value problems various results such as 
l~md@4W(O, tMWW(O, tN = 1, where u satisfies &/at = a(u)(E%/iW), 
O<x<l,O<t~T,u(x,O)=O,u(O,t)=f,(t),O<t~T,u(l,t)-f,(t), 
0 < t Q T, ua satisfies (ha/i%) = or(&~,/&~), 0 < x < 1, 0 < t Q T, 
u,Jx, 0) = 0, u,(O, t) = fi(t), 0 XI t S: T, u,(l, t) = fi(t), 0 < t Q T, and 
OL = a(O), are demonstrated via the maximum principle and potential theoretic 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let u = U(X, t) denote the solution to the initial boundary value problem 
of the first kind 
O<x<l, O<t<T, 
u(x, 0) = 0, O<x<l, U-1) 
40, t> =fl(t), O<t<T, 
41 T 4 = fi(t>, O<t<T, 
and let v = u(x, t) denote the solution to the initial boundary value problem of 
the second kind 
au - = a(w) $ , at O<x<l, O<t<T, 
w(x, 0) = 0, O<X<l, 
O<t<T, 
U-2) 
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where a = a(-) is a known positive smooth function defined on (- ~13, co) and 
where fi , gi , i = 1,2, are known smooth functions which are defined on 
0 < t < T and such thatfJ0) = g,(O) = 0, i = 1,2. In addition, let U = U(x, t) 
denote the bounded solution of 
au aw 
-==(U)p, at O<x<a, O<t<T, 
U(x, 0) = 0, o<x<co, (1.3) 
U(O, 4 = f&h O<t<T, 
and let V = V(x, t) denote the bounded solution of 
av a2v 
-==a(V)F, at O<x<cq O<t<T, 
V(x, 0) = 0, o<x<co (1.4) 
g (0, 4 = g&)7 O<t<T. 
By the term solution we mean functions which possess continuous first derivatives 
with respect to x and t in the closure of the domain under consideration, which 
possess a continuous second derivative with respect to x in the considered 
domain, and which satisfy the given equation and specified initial and boundary 
conditions. We assume the solutions u, v, U, and V exist and are unique. See 
[ 1, 41 for such results. 
Setting 
a = a(O), 
let U, = u,(x, t) denote the classical solution of the problem 
(1.5) 
au, a2ua 
at --or=, O<x<l, O<t<T, 
u,(x, 0) = 0, O<X,<l, U-6) 
UAOY 4 = fi@>, O<t<T, 
%(L 0 =f&), O<t<T, 
and let V~ = v,(x, t) denote the classical solution of the problem 
au, a2v, 
at -a=3 O<x<l, O<t<T, 
v,(x, 0) = 0, O<X<l, 
2 (0, 0 = km, O<t<T, 
2 (1st) = g2(t>, O<t<T. 
The existence and uniqueness of the classical solutions u, and vu, can be found 
in [7]. 
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Also, let U, = U&x, t) denote the bounded classical solution of 
au, aa2u, 
at ax2 7 O<x<w, O<t<TT, 
G(x, 0) = 0, oex<w, (l-8) 
WA t> =fAth O<t<T, 
and let V, = Vn(x, t) denote the bounded classical solution of 
av, = azva 
at CL-@’ O<x<w, O<t<T, 
v&T 0) = 0, o<x<w, (1.9) 
7; (0, t) = gdt), O<t<T. 
Formulas for the solution of (1.6) and the solution of (1.7) can be found in [7]. 
The purpose of this paper is to show a variety of asymptotic results concerning 
(&/&c)(O, t), ~(0, t), (aU/ax)(O, t) and V(0, t) as t tends to zero. In other words, 
we shall show that under certain assumptions upon the datafi , and gi , i = 1,2, 
it follows that 
(1.10) = ‘$I 1; (0, t,/g (0, t)/ = ‘;$I; (0, t)/zg (0, t)l 
= l&n jg (0, t,g (0, t)l = h$l+ (0, t)/Z- (0, t)l = 1, 
and that 
lim ‘(” t> -= 
tie V(0, t) 
lim ‘(” t, -= 
t&o v,(O, t) 
lim ‘to’ t, 
tie V.(O, t) 
(1.11) 
V(O, t) =lim--= 
t&O V,(O, 2) 
lim ‘,(” t, 1 
tLolqqF)= . 
The proof of these results will involve a use of the maximum principle coupled 
with classical formulas for the heat equation. In the next section conditions are 
imposed upon the data fi and gi , i = 1,2, which insure that a2uJax2 and 
a2vJ&v2 are positive for 0 < x < 1, 0 < t < T. These results are employed 
in the third section in order to derive some comparison theorems which involve 
the bounding of u and v above and below with solutions to heat equations with 
diffusivities respectively greater than 01 and less than ol. The fourth section is 
devoted to the analysis of computing the limits (1.10) and (1.11) including the 
results involving the solutions of the quarter plane problems. 
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2. POSITIVITY OF THE SECOND SPATIAL DERIVATIVE 
OF THE HEAT EQUATION 
OF THE SOLUTION 
From [7] we see that 
0 > 0. (2.2) 
Applying Leibnitz’s Rule for 0 < x < 1, 0 < t < T, we obtain 
-gy (0, t) 
-- 
- s 
t a%qx, a(t - 7))) 
0 ax2 
fl(T) cd q + Jbt a2M(X -;;;(' - T))f2(7)) OL d?p 
(2.3) 
Since f.(O) = f2(0) = 0, 
awx - 6 4t - 4) = _ o1 a2wX - E,4 - 77)) 
a?l ax2 9 
xzt, t>rl, (2.4) 
and 
hn$l M(x - 5, a(t - 7)) = 0, x # 5, (2.5) 
iffI and fi are continuously differentiable, then in (2.3) we can replace ,(a2M/ax2) 
by -(aM/a7]), integrate by parts and differentiate the result again with respect 
to x to obtain 
a21(,- s 
t awx, 4t - 7)) 
ax2 0 ax 
f,‘(T) d7j + 1; aM(x - yt - rl)) f,(q) d7]. 
(2~6~ 
Hence, we see that a%Jax2 satisfies (1.4) with fi , i = 1,2, replaced respectively 
by a-‘f: , i = 1,2. From (2.6) we can obtain the following result. 
LEMMA 2.1. If fi and f2 are continuously daj&m&zble with fi(0) = f2(0) = 0, 
f i > 0, f L > 0, and f i > 0 in each neighborhood of t = 0, then for 0 < x < 1 
and 0 < t < T, 
z$ (x, t) > 0. (2.7) 
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Proof. The result follows from (2.6) and the strong maximum principle for 
solutions of parabolic partial differential equations [2, 5, 61. Q.E.D. 
From [7] we see that 
%(X, t) = - St M(x, a(t - 7)) g,(7) 01 d7 + jt M(x - 1, a(t - 7)) g,(7) a d7. 
0 0 
By an analysis similar to (2.1)-(2.6), we obtain 
(2.8) 
$ (x3 t) = - lot MC% 4 - 7)) g;(7) 4 + J-at M(x - 19 4t - 7)) Aa?) 4 
(2.9) 
provided that g,(O) = g,(O) = 0 and that g, and g, are continuously differen- 
tiable. 
LEMMA 2.2. If g, andg, are continuously diSfermt&zbZe withg,(O) = g,(O) = 0, 
g; < 0, gi > 0, and g; < 0 in each neighborhood of t = 0, then for 0 < x < 1, 
O<t<T, 
2 (x, t) > 0. 
Proof. The result follows directly from M > 0 and (2.9). Q.E.D. 
3. SOME COMPARISON RESULTS 
We begin by defining for convenience 
and 
Note that 
% * = ol f/l(7). 
lim 01~* = 01. 
740 
(2.10) 
01 I>, (3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
Consequently, for 7 sufficiently small, say 0 < 7 < 70, OI,* > 0. We shall 
restrict r so that 0 < r < 7. . Consider functions u+ and v+ which arise as 
solutions of (1.4) and (1.5) via the replacement of 01 by a,*. Also, we assume the 
hypotheses of Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2. 
LEMMA 3.1. For T su$iciently small and jixed, 0 < x < 1 and 0 < t < r, 
u,&, t) < 4% t) < ua7+~x, t), (3.4) 
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and moreover, for 0 < t < 7, 
(3.5) 
Proof. Consider first the case of z+ = u,,+ - u. Clearly, z+(O, t) = z+(l, t) 
= x+(x, 0) = 0. But 
a%+ ax+ a%++ au,,+ 
9k?+ = U(U) -@- - at = a(u) r - - at 
= {u(u) - Lx,+} z < 0 
(3.6) 
since a2q++/ax2 > 0 by Lemma 2.1 and (u(u) - a,+} < 0 via (3.1) and (3.2). By 
the maximum principle [2,5,6], x+ 3 0. For the case of x- = u - u+- , we 
see that z-(0, t) = z-(1, t) = z-(x, 0) = 0 and that 
a+ 
927 = (a,- - u(u)} 7 < 0 (3.7) 
since a2q+-/ax2 > 0 by Lemma 2.1 and {01~- - a(u)} < 0 via (3.1) and (3.2). 
Hence, a- 3 0. Taken together, zf 3 0 is (3.4). The statement (3.5) follows 
from subtracting fI(t) from each side of (3.4) dividing by x > 0 and taking 
the limits as x + Of, which ali exist. 
COROLLARY 3.1. The inequality (3.5) holds for fi 3 0 and fl > 0. 
Proof. As fi can be approximated uniformly by fI such that ji 3 0 and 
j; > 0 in each neighborhood of t = 0, the result follows from the continuous 
dependence of u upon the data [ 1,4]. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.2. For 7 suficiently small and fixed, 0 < x < 1 and 0 < t < 7, 
VJX, t) < 4x9 t> < vaz+(x, t) (3.8) 
provided that gi < 0 and g; > 0 for 0 < t < 7. 
Proof. Let E be a positive number satisfying 0 < E < 1. Consider v&- 
which is obtained from (1.5) by substituting 01,~ for 01, (1 - c)gr for g, and 
(1 - e)ga for g, . Set zE = v - vz7- . Then, z’(x, 0) = 0, (azG/ax)(O, t) = 
cgI(t) < 0, and (&?/8x)( 1, t) = eg2(t) > 0. Hence, if zE had a negative minimum, 
then it would have to occur for 0 < x < 1 and 0 < t < T. But, 
a2d - 
~9 = {a,- - a(v)} + < 0, (3.9) 
409/@3/2-15 
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since Lemma 2.2 implies that ~*z~~-/~zc~ > 0 and {cx~- - u(v)} < 0 via (3.1) 
and (3.2), thus, zE > 0 holds for each E > 0. The inequality zlgi7- < v is obtained 
in the limit as E tends to zero. 
For the second half of (3.8), we consider vi7 + which is obtained from (1.5) by 
substituting (Y,+ for CY, (1 + E)gr for g, and (1 + E)ga for ga . Set Z~ = vz7+ - v. 
Then, P(X, 0) = 0, (&?/&)(O, t) = egr(t) < 0, and (&C/ax)(l, t) = cgz(t) > 0. 
Hence, if zC had a negative minimum, it would have to occur in 0 < x < 1, 
0 < t < T. But, 
a2d + 9.z' = {u(v) - cc,+} +- < 0 (3.10) 
since Lemma 2.2 implies that a2vz,+/ax2 > 0 and {a(v) - a,+> < 0 via (3.1) 
and (3.2). Hence, zE > 0 for each E > 0. The inequality v < v++ is obtained 
in the limit as E tends to zero. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.2. The inequality (3.8) is valid if g; < 0 and g; > 0 is replaced 
bygi<Oandgi>,O. 
Proof. As g; < 0 and gi 3 0 can be approximated uniformly by functions 
2; and jl such that 2; < 0 and 2; > 0, the result follows from the continuous 
dependence of v upon the data [ 1,4]. Q.E.D. 
4. THE ASYMPTOTIC ESTIMATES 
We begin our discussion by considering the inequality (3.5). To the hypotheses 
of Lemma 2.1 we add the assumption 
f;‘(t) 2f,‘(t), O<t<7. (4.1) 
This implies that the maximum of u, for 0 < x < 1, 0 < 71 ,< t occurs at 
x = 0 and 7 = t. Hence, the parabolic version of the Hopf Lemma [2, 5, 6] 
yields the fact that (&J&)(0, t) < 0. Hence, dividing (3.5) through by 
(aU,/ax)(O, t), we obtain 
* (0, q/5$ (0, t) > (g (0, t)& (0, t)) > (* (0, t,/+ (0, t)) . 
(4.2) 
Hence, we see that for 7 > 0, sufficiently small but fixed, 
< liyiup 1: (0, t)/$$- (0, t)l < lirn;up 1% (0, t)/% (0, t)/ . 
(4.3) 
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We now derive a lower estimate on the first term in (4.3) and an upper estimate 
on the last term in (4.3). From (2.6) we see that 
* (0, t) = - Lt M(0, a,+@ - d)f;(d 4 + j-; W-1, $+ - d)f;(d 4. 
(4.5) 
First we see that 
(4.6) 
Set 
Clearly, 
Thus, 
lii qa, T) = 0. (4.8) 
2 (0, t) / < (1 + e(a, T)) lot ~+‘~a-l’~(t - +““f;(y) d7 (4.9) 
since fh) > f&d- F or a lower bound on i(aU,,+/&)(O, t)l we see that for 7 
sufficiently small 
3 (1 - qa,+, T)} j-” ~-1’2(a~+)-l’~ (t - &““f;(7j) d7 > 0. 
0 
(4.10) 
For 0 < t < Q-, we see that 
(4.11) 
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In a similar manner, it follows that for 0 < t < T, 
( (4.12) 
Thus, from (4.3) 
(1 - &X7+, 7)) 011’2 
{I + qa, T)} ay 
< li%@f (2 (0, t,/$ (0, t)) 
< lity:p ($0, t,/g 
(1 + qoL,-, 7)} OF 
coy 4 G (1 - e(X, r)} ,;1’2 
(4.13) 
holds for each r in 0 < T < To where T,, is sufficiently small but fixed. Taking 
the limit as 7 tends to zero, it follows from (3.3) and (4.8) that 
1 < lizrrf (t (0, r)/$ (0, t,) 
< lim$p (E(O, r)/s(O, t)) < 1. 
(4.14) 
We can summarize the result in the following statement. 
THEOREM 1. If fi and f2 are continuously d@rentiable functions with f; > 
fi 3 0 on 0 < t < T and with fi(0) = f2(0) = 0, then 
hi (2 (0, t,/z$ (0, t)) = 1, (4.15) 
where u is the solution of (1 .l), u, is the soZution of (1.6) and CL is defined by (1.5). 
Under the assumptions of Lemma 2.2, it follows from Corollary 3.2 that (3.8) 
is valid. Moreover, from (2.8), it follows that ZI, > 0. Hence, for x = 0, we can 
divide (3.8) by ~(0, t) to obtain 
As above, we have for 7 > 0 and sufficiently small 
(4.16) 
lim inf ‘,,-(O’ t, 
t*o %P, t) 
< li%trf $j$$ 
OL 1 
$0, t> “‘17’ <limsup-----, 
t-to %(O, t) 
< lim sup ~~~~;;’ . 
t-10 o! 9 
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Under the additional assumption that -g; > g; and with an analysis similar 
to that above we obtain the estimates 
lim inf ‘~,-(O, t, > (’ - e((y,-, 7)> ,1’2 
NO vct(O, t> ' Cl + O(% T)} (a,-)I'2 
and 
Iim sup v-7 (0, 4 < (1 + @%+, 7)) cc2 
t+o %(O, t) {I - 8(a, T)} (a,+y * 
Again, it follows from (3.3) and (4.8) that as T tends to zero, 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
Consequently, we can summarize the result in the following statement. 
THEOREM 2. If gl and g, are continuously d@mntiable functions with 
-g; > gi 3 0 on 0 < t < T and with g,(O) = g,(O) = 0, then 
(4.21) 
where v is the solution of (1.2), v, is the solution of (1.7) and 01 is defined by (1.5). 
We turn now to the asymptotic estimates involving U, and V, . It is easy to 
see that 
(4.22) 
Hence, from (4.4), (4.6), (4.7), we see that for T > 0, sufficiently small and fixed, 
1 - e, 7) s J$$ (0, t /z (0, t)/ < I+ ~(a, 7) (4.22) 
holds for all 0 < t < T. Consequently, 
lj3 J+(o, t$$o, t)/ = 1. 
A similar argument yields 
lim v,(“, t, 
fL0 m= 
1 
* 
(4.23) 
(4.24) 
Thus, we can summarize the results in the following statements. 
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THEOREM 3. If fi and fi are continuously d$jkrentiable functions with f; > 
.fH 3 0 on 0 < t < T and with fi(0) = fi(0) = 0, then 
(4.25) 
where u is the solution of ( 1.1) U, is the solution of (1.8) and (Y is defined by ( 1.5). 
Proof. The result follows immediately from (4.15) and (4.23). 
THEOREM 4. If g, and g, are continuously dajjkmntiable funhms with 
-g; > gi > 0 on 0 < t < T and with fi(0) = g,(O), then 
lim ‘(O’ t, 1 
aLO ?q@-q = ’ 
(4.26) 
where e, is the solution of (1.2), V, is the solution of (1.9) and OL is dejmd by (1.5). 
Proof. The result follows immediately from (4.21) and (4.24). 
We turn our attention now to the asymptotic behavior of (aU/ax)(O, t) and 
V(0, t). Consider U, = Un(x, t) and V, = Vn(x, t) which solve, respectively, 
av, aw 
at =a(u)*. O<x<n, O<t<T, 
Un(x, 0) = 0, O<x<n, (4.27) 
Un(O, t) = f&h O<t<T, 
Unh t) = 0, O<t<T, 
and 
av, a2v 
at =a(V)*, O<x<n, O<t-T, 
v&G 0) = 0, O<X<?t, 
2 (0, t) = gdt>, O<t<T, 
(4.28) 
V&h 4 = 0, O<t,cT. 
An elementary application of the maximum principle for parabolic partial 
differential equations shows that for each (x, t) the sequences (Un(x, t)) and 
(Vn(x, t)} are monotone increasing and are bounded above uniformly in 7t, x 
and t. Application of the interior Schauder estimates [l, 41 and a compactness 
argument based on the Ascoli-Arzela theorem [3] yields that 
U(x, t) = Ji+i UJX, t) and V(x, t) = jii% VJX, t). 
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Since we are interested in the behavior of U and V when they are nearly zero, it 
is no loss of generality to assume that u(*) is bounded above. A repetition of the 
arguments of Sections 2 and 3 yields that U, and V,, are bounded above by 
solutions of the heat equation with a diffusivity exceeding the bound for a(-) 
and boundary and initial conditions as in (4.27) and (4.28). Taking limits as n 
tends to infinity, we obtain that U and V are bounded above by U, and V, , 
where ol here is a constant exceeding the bound for a(.). The sole purpose of the 
preceeding remarks has been to demonstrate that as t tends to zero U and V 
tend uniformly to zero. Hence, the analysis of Section 3 can be applied uniformly 
to U, and V, to yield comparison results analogous to Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 
3.2. The analysis of the first part of this section simplifies due to the simpler 
formulas for the heat equation in a quarter plane. The results can be expressed 
as follows. 
THEOREM 5. If fi is continuously d~$&m&zble with f; > 0 and 0 < t < t 
with fi(0) = 0, then 
lim s (0, t)/+& (0, t)l = 1, 
tJ0 I 
(4.29) 
where U is the solution of (1.3), U, is the solution of (1.8) and 01 is dejned by (1 S). 
THEOREM 6. If g, is continuously differentiable with -g’ > 0 on 0 < t < T 
and with g,(O) = 0, then 
lim ‘(O’ t, 1 
t10 V,(O, = ’ 
(4.30) 
where V is the solution of (1.4), V, is the solution of (1.9) and 01 is defined by (1 S). 
Remark. Clearly, the Theorems 1 to 6 can be compiled into the equations 
(1.10) and (1.11). 
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